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Fear Against Truth
*By Abdu Murray, Part 1 of a 3-part series.

Do you care whether what you believe is really true? To some degree everyone does. In our everyday lives
we rely on our confidence in what is “true.” When we drive over a bridge, for example, we want more than
just a hope that the bridge will not fall, we want confidence that the bridge is strong. As humans we live life
with a need for truth. That’s how we function.
But do we think this way when it comes to the most important questions in life, about God and our
ultimate destiny? Many don’t. All of us--Muslims, Jews, Christians, Hindus, and even atheists--hold to
beliefs based not on a knowledge of the truth behind those beliefs, but on some emotional or personal
reason, like tradition or pride. We call ourselves Catholics orMuslims or atheists, for example, only because
we were brought up in those kinds of families. One well-known cleric once stated that the primary reason
he is a Muslim is because he was born one. That wasmy personal experience as well. But is that a valid
reason for holding onto any beliefs?All monotheists, for example, believe very different things about God
than do Hindus, yet many monotheists and Hindus believe in their own religions for the same reasons--
tradition or pride. Therefore, mere tradition cannot be a valid reason for believing in something. Yet, very
often people rely on cultural pride as their basis for deciding some of the most important questions, such
as “Where will we go after we die?” “How can I please God in this life?” “Does what I believe really matter as
long as I believe something?” Even seemingly good people seldom examine if what they believe is really true.
If these questions are so important, why don’t we look for real answers?Why should we hide behind our
cultural heritage as though it were inherently true? Ask yourself these questions: Have you rejected out-
of-hand something a religious person has tried to share with you about God?What about Buddha, Jesus,
or the prophet of Islam? Have you sincerely considered whether what the person was saying about them
might actually be true? Moreover, in your discussions with Christ-followers, Muslims, or other religious
people, have you taken time to explore the truth about God or just to defend your own beliefs? Was
discovering the truth the most important goal or was it just winning the argument?You owe it to yourself
and to God to answer these questions, whatever your faith tradition.
Then you must ask yourself two more questions: 1) Have you considered whether the historical Jesus of the
Injeel is true? 2) If not, then why not? Is it your family pride?Your religious customs?Or is it fear?Maybe
you’re afraid that if you become convinced you might actually follow him. Andmaybe you’re afraid that
if you really follow Jesus, your family or community will reject you and you might lose your home or job.
These are all valid fears, of course. But they are not good reasons to reject what might be truth.Thus, by
rejecting knowledgewithout carefully considering its truth claims, you might be rejecting God himself out of
fear. What could be worse?After all, isn’t God Himself, in all His mystery and splendor, the only proper object
of true religion? Instead of focusing on what wemight lose, I suggest that we focus on what we might gain. If
we receive solid answers to our difficult questions about the historical Jesus, for example, haven’t we gained
something greater than family or material possessions, or even life itself? Andwhat if this truth leads us to
the very presence of God at the gates of paradise?What could possibly be more valuable?
Perhaps you have heard the gospel of God as I did many times as a Muslim.What’s that? It’s the good
news, the power of His great love for the world! It’s the message that God almighty embraced humanity
and lived perfectly among us in the person of Jesus. But he did not abandon his heavenly throne nor his
omnipotence. In human form, he willingly died on the cross, taking on the punishment for sinners who
repent and submit to God so they could be saved from His wrath against sin and torment in hell. Three
days later, by His own power, Messiah rose from the grave in victory over death. By trusting that God in
Christ has paid the debtor’s price for your sins and rebellion, and that Jesus rose from the dead in victory
over Satan, you can have pardon for your evils and that same victory too. This would mean life eternal
for you in paradise and deliverance from perpetual hellfire. More than that, you would gain God himself;
He is the reward!This gospel is not just a matter of one’s opinion or belief. It is a matter of real, historical
fact. It can be examined in the pages of holy scripture as well as in history, science, and philosophy. The
Messiah said that through His death and resurrection he provides the only way to almighty God, and
those who do not believe in Him and his resurrectionwill not enter. (Holy Injeel, John 14:6; 1 John 5:12).
How important is it, then, that we carefully consider whether this testimony is reliable and true? There are
significant costs that come with truly following Jesus. I know that because I had to pay those costs when I
decided to follow Jesus. But those costs are worth it. If this message is true then you cannot afford to reject
it. You and your loved ones can find favor with God and be saved from His judgment with assurance. Isn’t
that well worth considering no matter what it might cost you in this life?
If fear, pride and tradition are standing in your way, will you let those things keep you from finding the
truth? If your answer is no, then you are ready to begin your journey . . . like the one I made. During
college I was gripped by a desperate thirst to make sure that I really knewGod and the truth about
Him. As a Muslim I felt that birth into one family’s religion or another is not a good reason to believe in
something, especially something as important as God’s truth. As I studied to find the truth, I talked and
debated with many Christians, Jews, Hindus, and a few atheists. I challenged them and they challenged
me. But one day, I was challenged as never before, not by a Christian and not by an atheist, but by the
Qur’an. I would like to sharemore about my personal experience another time. Thank you for considering
this with me.

To find out more about the historical Jesus and how he was encountered by this writer visit: http://www.embracethetruth.org/
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